
Company descripition Company sector:

Which typology of products 

does your company work with?

Ordered Pieces Minimun Price Range Level of quality Delivery time of your company's orders Cooperation:

Which type of cooperation / assistance 

does your company request?

Interest for Eco-

friendly Products

Italian firms to Meet

Which categories of firms would your company 

like to meet?

Italian firms to Meet

Which target consumers is your 

company interested in?

Specify any other significant 

information

What started, as collections of silk scarves became what is now a complete clothing line. To showcase 

her collections on the catwalk, this company has worked with the likes of: Helena Christensen, Naomi 

Campbell, Alek Wek and Cara Delevingne.

The clothing collection is currently sold in over 200 stores worldwide and is represented in some of 

the most exclusive and trend-setting department stores in the world, such as Le Bon Marche in Paris 

and Beams in Tokyo.

Womens wear 10-20 models /styles - no MoQ . mid / high price range - 

depending on cmt or only 

sygning. Clients decide success

Luxury October and March Full production Yes most 

sustainable as 

possible high 

priority

Fabric and leather clothes, Knit, fur and leather 

Accessories, Embroideries, Silk clothes, Winter 

coats

Women clothing

Accessories for women who love playful and personal designs that can be used season after season. 

The brand quickly became known for its colors, contrasts and unique prints.

In a world where trends mean less than personal style, the company gives women the opportunity to 

create their own unique and completely personal look. They offer collections filled with beautifully 

crafted items. From purses and bags to socks and scarves and the very special things that appear and 

that we just have to have with us.

Kimonos, bikinis and rainwear are also opportunities to transform an everyday look into something 

special', so of course these are also part of our collections.

The company has developed strongly over time with collections that always radiate personality and 

attitude. Today, the brand is sold in more than 18 countries.

Accessories 250-300 pieces per style/color depending on products, mid low 

market brands

Fast fashion every month (4 collections per year) CMT , quality Yes, high priority Knit (scarfs) ; leather (bags and belts) Women clothing 25 - 55 year old 

women

Company in love with fashion clothes that do not constantly change and that retain their relevance.

So when they create our new collections season after season one can always count on  the starting 

point to be classic fashion clothes. For women, for men and for children. Also in cases where we 

challenge the conventions and ourselves.

Clothing Tailoring and allwear 

coats primært

minimum 150 til 250 pezzi . But 

1 order ok less .  

basic blazer cost price 50 € 

(including fabrics,trims etc) 

comppleted product - incl 

shipping. winter coat example 

100 euro max cost price 

Medium 4 collecions a year Manufacturing Yes Tailoring and or light woven - sia uomo che donna. 

Se le aziende risiedono nella zona di Prato meglio, 

se no, non è un problema. Ricercano pochi 

suppliers e vorrebbero valutare anche loro prima 

di partire in base alla tipologia di aziende. 

Both

each collection a rich exploration of colour and print. 

its universe and playful silhouettes attract legions of loyal and confident followers seeking to inject 

every corner of life with a fresh and bold approach. drawing on inspiration from the design and art 

worlds, each collection is built on a strong foundation of flattering cuts, simple yet quality fabrics and 

bespoke hand-drawn prints by the brands in-house team.

Fashion apparel and Accessories 100 pcs per item midium Medium 60- max90 days suppliers ; apparel footwear 

accessories; ready to wear (tailoring, 

wowens and outwear)

Yes, high priority Fabric and leather clothes, Knit, fur and leather 

Accessories, Bags and labels for fashion, Winter 

coats, Responsbile fabric focus

Women clothing If the italian suppliers and 

vendors in Italy produce in rest 

of europe they are more than 

ok  with it. 

Brand was founded in 2003 with a collection of exclusive scarves and shawls, made from vintage 

fabrics. In the spring of 2008, the company launched the first collection with feminine prints, playful 

colors and flattering silhouettes that are in the brand's DNA. As the brand evolved, the stretch silk 

quality has become a signature for the company. The elegant luxury of the quality, combined with the 

great durability, has made the stretch silk an essential part of every collection subsequently. A 

fascination with the ethnic culture has always been part of the brand's identity, which is reflected in 

the exclusive materials and refined handmade details, such as embroidery and pearls. The look is 

sophisticated, luxurious and feminine, but still with captivating details. The collections allow you to 

put together your company look, be it feminine, edgy or relaxed. Each season, new unique and 

exclusive prints are designed with love, in Copenhagen. From developing the artwork and perfecting 

the colors, to completing the last final changes - each print plays a role in a poetic narrative.

Fashion Clothes for Women 

Womans Wear Fashion. 

Premium wear collection

2 models , striks , 150 pcs high quality, medium-low price High Quality 

/Luxury

4 collections per year January Marts Juy 

and October

Manufacturing. They have an idea of 

the design and the would like to 

develop it in Italy

Yes Fabric and leather clothes, Knit, fur and leather 

Accessories, Embroideries, Silk clothes, Winter 

coats. They are open to all segments but also 

narrow it to only knit is ok. 

Women clothing

This danish premium brand as been designing children's clothing since 1993. The brand was founded 

by Karin Brandt, who still owns and runs the business from the office in Charlottenlund. With training 

from Kolding's School of Design and La Chambre Syndicale de la Haute Couture Parisiènne, the 

founder  has a strong professional design background and aesthetics, and it was this that drove her 

when, in the early 90s, she had to prove that nice, classic flight suits for children were in short supply. 

Outerwear is a big investment for families with children, and therefore good quality is essential, but 

in the owner's universe, quality can be combined with classic neatness and high aesthetics. And then 

you can always add a funny hat or a few colorful bras.

With the vision for its products in place, thius brand became a reality, and what started as one-off 

productions for one's own children quickly spread to the circle of friends and soon there was demand 

from near and far. Production initially took place in sewing rooms in Copenhagen and then North 

Jutland, but as interest grew, it became important to seek production partners outside the country's 

borders with greater capacity as well as more experience and expertise in technical outerwear to 

ensure the highest possible quality.

Today, this danish brand continues to be run on the basis of the well-known strong design profile and 

responsible principles regarding production conditions and quality – to the delight of even more 

children and their families.

Outerwear Small orders - depending on 

what the supplier can offer, 20 

styles but can also settle for say 

2. e.g. some of the down 

production, they have repeating 

styles - now they have 20 

different down styles, same 

fabrics year after year, they use 

the same colours one year at a 

time (advantage for the 

supplier), 98 of the styles are 

reccuring 

Ski down jacket without fur: $45 

cost price - high quality is very 

imporant and sustainablity - eco 

tex certified fabrics also recycled 

fabrics could be interesting 

Luxury January / August Longterm relationship and many repeat 

styles

Yes Down coats, jackets, down manufacturers, down 

snow suits, baby snow suits, baby jackets, adult 

and children jackets, coats, baby sleeping bags, 

summer down jackets.Down production is the 

most interesting, knitwear production could also 

be interesting but down production is first priorirty  

- now they have 4-5 different qualities in total in 

high quality materials 

Women clothing Children's functional 

outerwear


